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ABSTRACT
This paper examines modeling the acoustic environment (i.e.
soundscape) with respect to its textural qualities. This is
explored in the context of an audiovisual installation which
captures the external environment and re-synthesizes a corresponding, but nonetheless potentially differing immersive
audiovisual environment from a given sound and image corpus in the exhibition space. In order to establish the association between sonic structures of the external and internal
domains a perceptually grounded, compact and real-time
capable method for modeling sound textures based on amplitude fluctuation patterns is devised and evaluated.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.5 [Arts and Humanities]: Music—Environmental Sound ;
H.5.5 [Sound and Music Computing]: Modeling

General Terms
Experimentation
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Strolling through the world, we are embedded in a rich sonic
environment consisting of natural sounds, like the sounds of
weather or animal vocalizations, sounds originating from our
human activities, be it conversation, work, traffic, music –
often related to the use of technology – and many other
causes. The term ‘soundscape’, as coined by Canadian composer R. Murray Schafer [18] refers to this accumulation of
sounds in an immersive environment, and it is an intimate
reflection of the social, technological, and natural conditions
of a specific area. A human listener, as being physically involved in this environment, becomes an active “part of a dynamic system of information exchange” [22], effectively and
involuntarily taking part in composing the sonic atmosphere.
A relationship to the ‘ecological approach’ to perception, as

developed by J. J. Gibson [5] is evident. In his interactionist theory the concepts of ‘affordance’ and ‘ability’ are key:
“Abilities in activity depend on attunements to constraints,
and affordances for an agent can be understood as conditions
in the environment for constraints to which the agent is attuned” [7]. ‘Meaning’ arises through the interaction between
perception and action, the ‘affordances’ of the environment.
Although Gibson’s research was primarily concerned with visual perception, the implications of his concepts are equally
applicable to the other senses, especially to auditory perception. Accordingly, a specific ‘soundscape’ can be seen as the
“acoustic manifestation of ‘place’, where the sounds give the
inhabitants a ‘sense of place’ and the place’s acoustic quality is shaped by the inhabitants’ activities and behaviour.
The meanings of a place and its sounds are created precisely because of this interaction between soundscape and
people.” [25].
The audiovisual installation 1/space by the author – described in greater detail on the author’s website1 – reflects
on this mutual interaction of perception and action, of the
perceiving self and the perceived environment, and on the
development of meaning due to the mere correlations between those. This is realized by an experimental setup in
the form of a digital system performing an audiovisual perception process of the outside world. The captured reality
vanishes into a tiny, glistening spot in the center of the exhibition space (figure 1), while interpretation attempts of that
reality are projected in a cinemascopic fashion, as shown in
figure 2.
A visitor finds herself situated right at the interface between the machine’s internal associations and the
external reality, in a sense taking part in the machine’s perception processes. No conscious interpretation is attempted
by the system, it basically tries to bring into agreement the
perceived environment with its corpus of experiences in the
form of stored sound and images. Hence, there is no narration or other imposed meaning than that arising from the
specific correlations between external reality and internal associations due to the perceptual and mediative abilities of
the system.
Correlations between the two environments – the captured
one outside and the projected one within the exhibition
space – are established by technological means from the domains of machine listening and machine vision. The employed methods perform structural associations between a
live audiovisual source signal and a static target image and
1
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Figure 2: 1/space immersive audiovisual environment at Medienkunstlabor|Kunsthaus Graz/Austria.
external soundscape. Adhering to the terminology developed in Denis Smalley’s theory of ‘spectromorphology’ [20],
we find environmental sound to be much more texture- than
gesture-carried. The notion of gesture is related to changes
in energy and active development, while texture refers to
more stationary or introverted characteristics. Therefore,
in the context of environmental sound, the system’s auditory perception mechanisms are primarily concerned with
the analysis and modeling of sound textures, even though
individual protruding gestures are embedded in the textural
fundament (think of cars passing by or dogs barking).

Figure 1: Central glass pearl with projection of
tracked object.

sound library in real-time. For the machine does not perform any signification of content, this perception process
can (for the auditory part) be regarded as a form of listening which Pierre Schaeffer termed ‘l’écoute réduite’ (‘reduced listening’) [17]. More specifically it relates to the subform of ‘entendre’, representing “a mode of listening that
actively selects, appreciates and responds to particular attributes of sounds” and does “not seek beyond the sound
itself to discover an external object” [10]. The attributes
thereby examined are tuned to the ambient nature of the

Within the scope of this paper we will concentrate on the
sonic aspects relevant to the installation. It is worth noting though that the mechanisms used for the visual parts
are similarly concerned with structural analysis of textural
information. The installation, as only recently realized in
the Medienkunstlabor|Kunsthaus Graz/Austria, made full
use of the advanced technological infrastructure available at
the exhibition venue. As for the audio, a 24-channel halfsphere high-order ambisonics system provides full immersive
quality. Both audio and video are software-driven by the
open-source real-time modular software Pure Data2 , respectively GEM3 , running under linux. The audio system uses
the CubeMixer4 system developed at the Institute of Electronic Music and Acoustics (IEM) at the University of Music
2
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and Performing Arts Graz/Austria. Low-level audio analysis
(spectral analysis and perceptual modelling) has been performed in Pure Data, all higher-level audio analysis (texture
modeling) and machine learning algorithms have been implemented using the programming language Python5 along
with its numerics library numpy6 .

2.

MODELING SOUND TEXTURES

As discussed above, for the scope of this paper we will concentrate on audio and specifically on its textural aspects.
For the desired alignment of a corpus of stored sounds to incoming audio two important aspects have to be considered:
First, we need to find a feasible model to represent audio
data, allowing for a meaningful structural comparison, and
second, the data processing must happen in a timely manner
(i.e. in real time).
To begin with, it needs to be clarified what a sound texture
actually is. There exists a broad variety of textures, comprising many forms of natural sounds, animal sounds, human
utterances, machine sounds, etc.. Arguably, as explicated by
Strobl et al. [21], a universally valid definition does not exist.
However, as motivated therein, for the scope of this work we
shall adhere to a definition given by Saint-Arnaud et al. [16]
which is based on two major constraints: constant long-term
characteristics and attention span. A sound texture “should
exhibit similar characteristics over time. [. . . ] It can have local structure and randomness, but the characteristics of the
fine structure must remain constant on the large scale. This
means that the pitch should not change [. . . ], the rhythm
should not increase or decrease, and so on. [. . . ] A sound
texture is characterized by its sustain”. Additionally, such
“high-level characteristics must be exposed [. . . ] within the
attention span of a few seconds”.
Existing approaches to texture modeling found in the literature roughly fall into three categories:
• Methods based on multi-resolution signal decomposition:
Textures are composed of temporal and spectral structures on various scales. Therefore multi-resolution analysis such as the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) seems
potentially well suited and has been used by a number of
authors. Saint-Arnaud and Popat [16], Dubnov et al. [4],
O’Regan and Kokaram [12] and others have worked out
different ways to model statistical distributions and/or
temporal evolvement and transitions of features.
• Methods based on time-domain signal decomposition:
In this case, textures are analyzed and segmented by examining the frequency spectrum as a whole, and eventually recomposed by subsequently concatenating short
audio snippets (grains) according to the model. Hoskinson [8, 9] uses a segmentation algorithm based on research
in speech-processing and describes grain transitions using a Markov model, while Lu et al. [11] and Parker and
Behm [15] model and recreate textures by inferring recurrent patterns.
• Methods based on source-filter signal models:
The approaches of Athineos and Ellis [1], and Zhu and
5
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Wyse [27] implement cascaded linear predictive coding
(LPC) to analyze the signal in both the time and the
frequency domains, along with statistical representation
of transient sequences in the latter case.
The existing literature on texture modeling is mainly concerned with convincing (re-)synthesis, e.g. for gaming or
audio restoration applications, more than with a manageable representation of the texture descriptions. Yet, in order to compare and match texture characterizations in the
scope of the installation project at hand, the models should
lend themselves for organization within a database and welldirected retrieval. Direct re-synthesis from the models, on
the other hand, is not as important, as synthesis from stored
audio samples associated to the models is equally feasible
(see section 3). In order to compare and organize the texture descriptions we are in need of a distance measure, ideally a metric, correlated to perceptual similarity. For none
of the above modeling strategies this prerequisite is straightforward to achieve. Within the scope of the specific project
it therefore makes sense to trade in re-synthesis capability
or ultimate model expressivity for a more manageable approach, described in the following.

2.1

Method – Fluctuation patterns

The proposition that for a sound texture pitch and rhythm
shall exhibit stationary statistics over the long run suggests
examination of a model for the characterization of audio
that has originally been used within the domain of Music
Information Retrieval (MIR). For his music exploration system ‘Islands of Music’ Elias Pampalk has devised a model
he termed fluctuation patterns (FP) [13, 14] for the description of rhythmic characteristics of ‘songs’, i.e. whole pieces
of music.
The implementation of FP modeling for sound textures basically follows the procedure explained in detail in [14] and
shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3: Overview of the feature extraction process for the fluctuation pattern model (adapted
from [14]).

The central idea of the method is that these patterns can
be modeled by performing another series of Fourier transformations (STFT), this time along the time axis of the
spectrogram and for each frequency band, therefore capturing the strength of amplitude modulations (i.e. fluctuations,
step 7). Additionally, a psychoacoustic model is superimposed, accounting for the sensation of fluctuation strength
depending on the respective fluctuation frequency (step 8).
By calculating the mean of all the STFT frames over time,
a two-dimensional pattern is obtained, representing a typical fingerprint for a specific sound texture (figure 4 r.h.s.,
step 10). This matrix consists of rows corresponding to frequency bands (i.e. critical bands) and columns corresponding to fluctuation frequencies (typically in the range of 0
to 10 Hz). The individual elements describe the perceived
fluctuation strength.
For the original MIR purposes of characterizing whole musical pieces Pampalk used non-overlapping non-windowed 6second frames for the temporal STFT, afterwards averaged
overall. In the case of sound with potentially changing characteristics, a higher temporal resolution is desirable. Hence,
the frame length has been made adjustable (sensible durations span about 1 thru 10 seconds). This frame length
determines the resolution of fluctuation frequencies, and inversely, of textural changes. The corresponding hop size has
been fixed to 0.2 seconds after some tests. This value influences the number of analyses composing a model, being
especially relevant for short texture excerpts. The upper
bound for the fluctuation frequency has been set to 10 Hz
as tests revealed that fluctuation amplitudes for all tested
textures rapidly decrease above this limit.
The distance of two FPs is easily calculated by concatenating each matrix’ rows to a long vector and computing
the Euclidean distance of that resulting vector pair. In order to perceptually improve the distance measure Pampalk
proposes an additional filtering step (step 11) to smoothen
‘unwanted’ pronounced features in the FPs. The fitness of
this complementary step for texture modeling has also been
assessed in the following.

2.2

Evaluation using environmental textures

For the evaluation of the FP model for texture characterization in the context of the audiovisual installation at hand,
we examined modeling a broad variety of 42 environmental
sounds with a duration between 20 and 60 s7 . The general
sampling rate is 44.1 kHz, stereo files have been mixed down
to mono on the fly. RMS-based normalization of the individual FPs has been performed to account for varying volume
levels.
7

The sound files are available online at http://www.
archive.org/details/EnvironmentalSounds.

For one evaluation run, the sequence of FPs of each analyzed textural sound is randomly shuffled and split into a
modeling set and a test set. The length of each such set is
chosen to be half the size of the shortest texture. Now, for
one of the textures, a model is built by calculating the mean
of its modeling set. This model is then tested against all the
textures’ test sets, iterating over the set length and finding
the best match to the model among all the textures, determined by the minimum Euclidean distance. For a perfect
model, this best match would represent the model texture
itself. The procedure of shuffling the FP sets, building the
individual models and matching each with all the test sets
is repeated 100 times. The overall percentage of correct
classifications for each texture model is recorded. All the
results have been compared to a purely timbre-based classification using Euclidean distances between spectra, omitting
the temporal STFT calculation and subsequent processing
steps.
The most influential parameter for the FP model is the analysis length of the temporal STFT, being crucial for the resolution of fluctuation frequencies, and inversely, for the temporal resolution of eventual texture changes. Table 1 and
figure 5 show the results for different frame lengths and variations of the FP modeling process, also compared to timbreonly analysis. ‘FP, no filter’ represents the basic process
Table 1: Evaluation of different frame lengths and
model variations showing percentage (mean and
standard deviation) of correct classification for a set
of 42 environmental sounds. (FP hop size 0.2 s)
FP frame length
1s
2s
3s
5s
FP, no filter
68.2% 73.2% 79.0%
85.5%
±2.3
±2.4
±2.2
±1.9
FP, filter
70.3% 77.0% 80.1%
85.0%
±2.4
±2.2
±2.1
±2.0
FP, filter,
71.1% 79.7% 86.5% 90.1%
no fluc. strength
±2.4
±2.2
±1.8
±1.5
timbre only
65.1% 65.6% 72.9%
82.8%
±2.5
±2.6
±2.5
±2.1

100%
Mean classiﬁca+on accuracy

The analysis process sets out with the generation of a sequence of power spectra (FFT with 512 bands, windowed
and overlapping, step 1) and grouping into 24 critical bands
(step 2), amended by perceptually motivated processing (spectral masking and specific loudness calculation, steps 3–6).
For a sound texture the resulting spectrogram (see figure 4
l.h.s.) typically exhibits recurring spectral patterns over
time, of a periodic or stochastic nature.
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Figure 5: Evaluation of different frame lengths and
model variations showing mean percentage of correct classification for a set of 42 environmental
sounds. (FP hop size 0.2 s)
as seen in figure 3. The inclusion of a final filtering step
for smoothening the FPs is reflected by ‘FP, filter’. Leaving
out processing the perceptual fluctuation strength (step 8 in
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Figure 4: Conversion of a spectrogram to a fluctuation pattern (frame length 3 seconds) by Fourier transformation along the time axis. The spectrogram shows a recording of animal sounds. Its periodic peaks around
the 18th critical band result in a pronounced maximum at a fluctuation frequency of about 1.5 Hz.

Evaluation results show FP-based texture classification to
be clearly superior to the purely timbre-based method, also
exhibiting lower variance. The improvement is most noticeable for frame lengths of 2 and 3 seconds. The suggested
post-filtering of FPs by a smoothing kernel yields minor improvements. Omitting the perceptually motivated fluctuation strength processing further improves classification accuracy, peaking at about 90% for 5 seconds frame length. As
a feasible tradeoff between classification accuracy and temporal resolution, the FP frame length was fixed to 3 seconds
for all further evaluation.
Figure 6 shows the rates of correct classification for the individual materials in the texture set. For the best model
(FP with filtering but without consideration of fluctuation
strength) only two candidates fall below 50%. Closer inspection reveals that each of those textures is confused with one
other texture that humans would assess to be fairly similar:
Texture ‘tiere4’ gets mixed up with ‘tiere2’ (both are
broadband animal sounds), while ‘tiere10’ is often confused with ‘env21’ (both containing chirpy bird or insect
vocalizations).
The dimensionality of the FP feature vectors is fairly high
with 24 × 31 = 744 elements for a FP frame length of 3
seconds. Calculation times for inter-texture similarity (Euclidean distances) are correlated O(N ) to the vector size, and
also usage of Gaussian models as well as various forms of organization in data structures (e.g. kd-trees) demand much
lower dimensionalities well below 100. Therefore the practicality of dimensionality reduction using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [26] has been examined. The PCA
transformation matrix has been estimated globally over all
feature vectors, using an implementation of the NIPALS algorithm in Python8 . Due to the broad variety within the
set of textures, once calculated for specific modeling parameters, this matrix is expected to be more or less universally applicable to environmental sounds. Figure 7 shows
8
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figure 3) yields another variation on the process, called ‘FP,
filter, no fluc. strength’.
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Figure 7: Evaluation of mean classification accuracy
for varying numbers of PCA components applied to
different FP models on a set of 42 environmental
sounds. (FP frame length 3 s, hop size 0.2 s)

the classification accuracies for different modeling variations
and varying numbers of PCA components, again using the
set of environmental textures and a FP frame length of 3
seconds. The component count of 24 corresponds to the
number of components (critical bands) in the timbre-only
case. According to these results, a dimensionality reduction to about 20 components can be achieved with accuracy
comparable to the non-PCA cases. Only for less than 15
components the accuracy drops rapidly.

3.

SOUND RETRIEVAL AND SYNTHESIS

By using the model of fluctuation patterns and subsequent
PCA, textures can be characterized with feature vectors of
relatively low dimensionality, as shown in the previous section 2.2. For the installation 1/space, the association of
incoming real-time audio data and a corpus of stored audio
samples needed to be accomplished. The same analysis process has been used for the corpus and the real-time data,
with the corpus being pre-processed, and sample data and
textural description stored alongside. As suggested by the
evaluation results a FP frame length of 3 seconds, a FP hop
size of 0.2 seconds and two-dimensional smoothing is used.
The perceptual model of fluctuation strength has not been
integrated. The feature vector is reduced by PCA to 20
components.
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Figure 6: Individual accuracy of correct classification for a set of 42 environmental sounds and different model
variations. The results are ordered in decreasing accuracy after the best overall model (FP with filtering but
without consideration of fluctuation strength). (FP frame length 3 s, hop size 0.2 s)
With audio data arriving in real time and being modeled
by a sequence of FPs, each of those has to be compared
with all the models in the corpus. Although the similarity
calculation can be done relatively cheaply with Euclidean
distances, depending on the size of the corpus, organization
of corpus data into kd-trees [2], or, with longer feature vectors, searching using Locality Sensitive Hashing [6] can be
advantageous. For the current version of the installation,
the corpus size is below one hour of audio, corresponding
to model counts in the order of 10000, therefore being well
manageable using brute-force distance calculation across the
whole corpus. In order to achieve some temporal smoothness within the associated textures, for each analysis frame
the three nearest neighbors in the corpus are calculated. If
one of those candidates is found to be identical to the previous frame, it is held. Otherwise the texture with highest
similarity is chosen for synthesis.
Each of the (at most) four focus points tracked by the visual
component of the installation is paired with an audio stream
being analyzed, associated to the corpus, and re-synthesized.
For audio texture synthesis, a simple Concatenative Synthesis [19] approach was taken, playing the corpus’ audio
samples as streams of short cross-faded chunks. The four
textural streams continuously move along four independent
trajectories in the half-sphere space of the Ambisonics system, with movement controlled by the tracked direction of
respective visual movement.

4.

CONCLUSION, FUTURE DIRECTIONS

For the characterization of sound textures in the context of
a specific audiovisual installation the method of amplitude
fluctuation patterns has been adopted from the MIR domain.
Its suitability has been examined and found to be superior
for texture classification compared to purely timbre-based
models.
For a collection of environmental sounds a classification accuracy of 85%–90% has been observed, using sensible frame
lengths. With the proposed modifications the FP model is
also suitable for real-time applications. Its simplicity and

compactness (especially after dimensionality reduction with
PCA) compared to other texture-modeling methods, as well
as the existence of a metric for similarity calculation makes
it easily accessible for clustering applications and organization within databases.
The method has been field-tested as part of the audiovisual installation 1/space by the author, exhibited at Medienkunstlabor | Kunsthaus, Graz in April–May 2010. Beyond
the application within a specific work of art, further investigation would be needed for a proper comparison of FP and
timbre models, e.g. employing other widely used distance
measures, particularly the Kullback-Leibler divergence.
Future improvements could tackle the rather poor temporal resolution regarding textural changes of several seconds
by employing a Constant-Q-like transform [3] instead of the
STFT along the temporal axis. The temporal resolution
would thus become non-uniform, proportional to the fluctuation frequency. For the application of automatic annotation of textural music and soundscapes in a non-realtime scenario, weighted Non-Negative-Matrix-Factorization
(NMF) [24], preferably also with enforced sparsity and temporal constraints [23] on the basis of fluctuation patterns
could be used for material and form analysis. Initial promising tests have already been carried out by the author.
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